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Sculptor finds beauty and disquieting humor in refuse and decay. 

February 8, 2017 
Portland, Ore.  

Extinction Anxiety, Heidi Schwegler’s debut exhibition at Upfor Gallery, opens on February 22, 

2017 and continues through April 1, 2017. The artist will be present at a preview reception on 

Wednesday, February 22, 2017 from 5:00 to 7:00 pm and at a First Thursday reception on 

March 2, 2017 from 6:00 to 8:00 pm. In addition, the artist will lead an exhibition walk-

through and talk on Saturday, March 18, 2017 from 4:00 to 5:30 pm. The exhibition and 

events are free to attend and open to the public. 

The sculptures and photographs in Schwegler’s exhibition reverse industrial production, 

painstakingly recreating durable, mass-produced stuff into fragile, unique works of glass, 

porcelain and gold. Even when elevated to heroic new materials and placed on white walls 

and pedestals, the forms retain the aurae of their original surroundings and of the people who 

tossed them. Presenting transformations of consumer goods in unexpected materials, 

Schwegler seeks to create a new relationship between viewers and the mundane objects she 

refers to as “intermediaries of human desire.” In Schwegler’s words, “This work is about the 

profound distress one feels the moment they become aware of their own mortality, and the 

devices they use as a sort of salve: humor, beauty and consumption.” 

Heidi Schwegler (b. 1967, San Antonio, TX) explores a wide range of materials in sculpture, 

installations, photography and video. Her exhibitions include the Co/Lab Art Fari (CA), Raid 

Projects, (CA), Platform China (Beijing), Scope Art 2004 (NY), and the Hallie Ford Museum 

(OR). Schwegler is a recent Ford Family Fellow, received a 2010 MacDowell Colony 

Fellowship and several RACC Individual Project Grants. Reviews of Schwegler’s work have 

appeared in Art in America, Daily Serving, ArtNews and the Huffington Post. She earned her 

MFA from the University of Oregon and is Chair of the MFA in Applied Craft + Design, a joint 

program of Oregon College of Art and Craft and the Pacific Northwest College of Art. 

### 

About Upfor: Founded in 2013, Upfor presents contemporary art from emerging and 

established artists working in digital and other mediums. The gallery is located at 929 NW 

Flanders Street, Portland, OR 97209. Gallery hours are Tuesday–Saturday from 11:00 am to 

6:00 pm and by appointment. For more information about our programming and artists, please 

visit upforgallery.com. 

http://upforgallery.com


 

(top, left) 
Drive of Unliving Things, 2017 
cast glass, 6 x 8.5 x 3 inches. 

(top, right) 
Kakistocracy, 2017 
cast glass, 1.5 x 8 x 5.5 inches. 

(left) 
Allergy of Sleep, 2017 
cast glass, 14 x 14 x 12 inches. 

All works by Heidi Schwegler. 
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